Dear Candidate

Type & Train

Thank you for your enquiry.

Type & Train is a new organisation set up by professionals in the civil aviation, crew leasing and flight training industries specifically to offer opportunities to cadets taking their first and second steps towards a long term career as an airline pilot.

We are able to offer type rating courses on most commercial aircraft (Boeing 737, Airbus 320 etc), followed by a placement with one of our sponsor airlines who will provide line training and up to 500 hours experience on-type, from which point a pilot’s experience becomes universally marketable. We work very closely with the world’s largest crew leasing company and hence have the potential to offer many opportunities as a pilot’s career develops.

The courses we provide are all to JAA standards and our airline partners with whom placements are made also provide training of the highest standards. We appreciate that cost is a major factor in making a life-changing decision such as this and hence we offer the very best prices for ab-initio, type training and line training / on-type hours.

Please find enclosed details of our A320 Package with appropriate prices. Please feel free to send an email with any questions you may have and we will be pleased to provide you with our answers and assurances.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

Brian Davies

Type & Train